
Warm Up Time:  To set a warm up session pre-game, press “PERIOD,” 
0.  Then “SET,” “TIME” and enter 03:00 (enter all four digits).   
 
Adjusting Game Clock:  Adjusting the clock in-game or correcting the 
clock time during set up is done exactly as you would set the time at the 
beginning of a period.  Press “SET,” “TIME,” followed by the desired 
time using four places in the clock (i.e., changing the clock to 7:51 would 
be “SET,” “TIME,” 0-7-5-1 ENTER).   
 
Time Out Timer:  Press “TIME OUT TIMER” then press 3 to start a 60 
second timeout (1 = 0:30, 2 = 0:45, 3 = 0:60).  A two-second warning 
horn will sound at 15 seconds remaining and a 4 second horn will sound 
when the timer reaches zero.  To end the time out timer early, press 
“TIME OFF” or flip the timer switch to ON to start the game clock.   
 
Segment Timer for Mites:  The segment time is pre-programmed into 
the clock to run in 1:28 segments.  To turn on the segment timer & horn, 
press “OPTIONS” 7 times until the display reads “Segment Timer.”  
Press “YES/ENTER.”  Display will read “ENABLE.”  Press 
“YES/ENTER” to toggle the segment timer ON/OFF.  A red * symbol 
displayed on the screen means the timer/horn is ON.  Press YES/ENTER 
again and the red * goes away and the timer/horn is OFF.  Press TIME to 
return to clock display. 
 
Time of Day: At the end of games, press “TIME OF DAY” to return the 
scoreboard display to the current time.   
 
Penalties:  When entering multiple penalties (more than 2), when you 
enter the third penalty, it will not display on the scoreboard or begin 
running until one of the two older penalties ahead of it expires or is 
cleared.  You can scroll through the penalties running and stored for each 
team by pressing the “VIEW PENALTY” for Home or Guest.  Every 
time you press VIEW PENALTY the display will scroll to the next 
penalty and each is displayed with H1, H2, H3 … or G1, G2, etc.   

  



 


